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2
Longitudinal profile

2.1 Electromagnetic cascade

According to the Heitler model each particle (electron, gamma) will split into two particles of

half the energy after traveling a fixed distance. This distance is equal to λr ln2, where λr is

the radiation length. The radiation length is the mean distance over which an electron loses

all but e−1 of its energy by bremsstrahlung and 7
9 of the mean free path for pair production

by a photon [48]. For air λr = 37gcm−2 [49]. After the first collision there will be 2 particles,

after the second collision there are 4 particles and so on. After n collisions, at atmospheric

depth nλr ln2, there will be 2n particles each with energy E0 · 2−n, where E0 is the energy

of the primary cosmic ray. The cascade continues until the energy of a particle is decreased

to the critical value Ec at which the bremsstrahlung and ionization rates are equal. For air

Ec ≈ 84MeV [49]. Beyond the critical value the energy losses will be dominated by ionization

instead of radiation and the particle is considered lost for the shower. According to the Heitler

model the shower stops when n > nc, where

nc = ln(E0/Ec) / ln2 . (2.1)

Although ncλr ln2 is a good prediction for the depth of maximum shower size, the shape of the

shower profile is far from realistic.

The longitudinal evolution is described accurately by a system of diffusion equations [35–37].

For the so-called Approximation A, complete screening and the neglect of collision losses, it can

be written as
∂ne±
∂t

=−A′ne±+B′nγ (2.2)
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and
∂nγ
∂t

= C′ne±−σ0nγ . (2.3)

In these equations t is the atmospheric depth in units of radiation length

t = X
λr

(2.4)

and A′, B′ and C′ are integral operators:

A′ne±(E, t)=
∫ 1

0

[
ne±(E, t)− 1

1−v
ne±

(
E

1−v
, t

)]
φ(v)dv , (2.5)

B′nγ(E, t)= 2
∫ 1

0
nγ

(
E
u

, t
)
ψ(u)

u
du , (2.6)

C′nγ(W , t)=
∫ 1

0
ne±

(
W
v

, t
)
φ(v)

v
dv , (2.7)

where

ψ(u)= uφ
(

1
u

)
= 4

3
u2 − 4

3
u+1+2b

(
u2 −u

)
. (2.8)

In the latter b = (
18ln

[
183Z−1/3])−1 ≈ 0.0122 is very small in comparison to the other coeffi-

cients. A′ne± consists of two integrals. The first one,∫ 1

0
ne±(E, t)φ(v)dv = ne±(E, t)

∫ 1

0
φ(v)dv , (2.9)

represents the decrease of electrons with energy E due to bremsstrahlung. The latter integral

is logarithmically divergent at v → 0; the infrared divergence. The other part of A′ne±, repre-

senting the increase of electrons with energy E due to bremsstrahlung of electrons with larger

energy, also is divergent. However, both divergences cancel each other, leaving a finite value

for the net change of electrons with a certain energy. B′nγ represents the increase of electrons

due to pair production. C′nγ represents the increase of gamma’s due to bremsstrahlung of

electrons. Finally, σ0nγ represents the decrease of gamma’s due to pair production, where

σ0 =
∫ 1

0
ψ(u)du = 7

9
− 1

3
b ≈ 0.77 (2.10)

in units of radiation length. That is, the interaction length of pair production is 9
7 times the

radiation length: λpair = 9
7λr.

The system of equations is solved by means of a Mellin transform and a saddle point approx-

imation. For a clear exposure see for instance [50]. The solution can be described by to the
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Greisen function:

Ne = 0.37p
nc

· et(1−1.5ln s) , (2.11)

where

s = 3t
t+2tmax

(2.12)

is the age parameter with

tmax = nc ln2 . (2.13)

For a 1015 eV shower the longitudinal profile according to the Heitler model and the Greisen

function are shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Longitudinal shower profile according the Heitler model and the Greisen function.

Realistic profiles for the electromagnetic shower can also be obtained from intermediate mod-

els. The analysis has been published [51]. The publication is shown hereafter.
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2.2 Hadronic cascade

The main difference between electromagnetic and hadronic interactions is the multiplicity of

secondary particles. In electromagnetic cascades bremsstrahlung and pair production are in-

teractions where two particles are produced, while a hadronic interaction of a proton or an

iron nucleus with a nucleus of the air many particles are produced. Depending on the energy

the incoming particle the hundreds of secondary particles may be produced. The multiplicity

increases with atomic number. Since this results in a less energy per secondary particle the

depth of maximum shower size is smaller for an iron primary than for a proton primary.

The Heitler model can also be applied to hadronic cascades [39]. As for electromagnetic cas-

cades the energy is regarded to be equally divided among the secondary particles. It leads to

predictions of too small a depth of maximum. On the basis of the first generation the pre-

diction for the elongation rate, dXmax/dlog10 E0, seems right. By means of a semi-analytical

approach the Heitler-Matthews model can be extended to the second and further generations

of the hadronic cascade. Then the predictions for both the depth of maximum and the elon-

gation rate are too small. A more realistic, non-equal division of the energy, which is hard to

model, will increase the prediction of both the depth of maximum and the elongation rate. The

analysis has been published [52]. The publication is shown hereafter.
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2.3 Summary

For the longitudinal evolution of the electromagnetic shower four models have been consid-

ered. The simplest one is the Heitler model: fifty-fifty energy splittings at fixed increments

of atmospheric depth. The next to simplest one is an intermediate model where the depths of

interaction are stochastically determined. With a small modification by means of a parameter

X0 the corresponding longitudinal profile is a Gaisser-Hillas function. A more accurate inter-

mediate model is obtained when the the fifty-fifty splittings are stretched to non-equal energy

divisions in splittings, while each splitting still occurs with the same probability. The corre-

sponding longitudinal profile is a Gaussian in Age function. If the model is further stretched

to physical probabilities for the splittings one arrives at the well known model of Rossi and

Greisen. A schematic overview is shown in Table 2.1.

model depths of energy splitting longitudinal

interaction division probability profile function

Heitler • • • Heitler

intermediate 1 © • • Gaisser-Hillas

intermediate 2 © © • Gaussian in Age

Rossi-Greisen © © © Greisen

Table 2.1: Model properties and the corresponding longitudinal profiles. • = fixed, ◦ = stochastic.

For the longitudinal evolution of hadronic showers the Heitler-Matthews model is based on the

first interaction. With suitable descriptions of interaction length and multiplicity as functions

of energy the Heitler-Matthews model has been extended to the full hadronic cascade. The

latter under predicts both the depth of maximum shower size and the elongation rate. The un-

der prediction is a consequence of the tacitly assumed homogeneous energy distribution over

the secondary particles. An inhomogeneous energy distribution over the secondary particles

increases both the depth of maximum shower size and the elongation rate.

Recently, the extension of the Heitler-Matthews model has been utilized to calculate the muon

production depths by means of a branching model for hadronic air showers [53].




